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Landslide 18 Dec 2011 (BBC) British Prime
Minister David Cameron praised the Israeli
forces for their emergency response to a massive
landslide that swept away homes in northern
Israel. More than 50 people were evacuated from
buildings in Israeli settlements in the Galilee and
their homes were searched for survivors.
"There's been an emergency response," Mr
Cameron said at a news conference in Jerusalem.
"It is shocking when people have built their
homes on top of that beautiful mountain, and
they are asking for help." He added: "We
certainly support the Israelis in these latest
developments and I think that there are lessons
that are important for us to take out of this."
Twenty-one people died in the disaster,
according to Israeli media reports. image
copyright AP image caption Images showed



people climbing down a hillside on the landslide
Israel's military described it as a "massive,
violent wave" that swept away homes in Kibbutz
Nir Oz. It sent a military force to search for
survivors. Searchers were using explosives to
blast through rocks to search for survivors after
teams of engineers examined the ground. The
landslide buried some houses. The Israeli
authorities suspended a village council meeting
that was due to take place at the time of the
disaster. The landslide appeared to catch people
sleeping inside their homes and buried seven
houses, including three in the settlement of
Amona. Amona is built on privately owned hilltop
land belonging to Beit El. Most of its inhabitants
are Orthodox Jews opposed to the government's
planned evacuation of the hilltop in the West
Bank. The BBC's Rajeev Jeevan, in Jerusalem,
says the Israeli military has sent rescue teams to
the site. media caption Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu: "I hope this day is a day of
consolation and grace" media caption Rescue
workers in the Israeli village of Amona have
begun to survey the effects of the landslide Our
correspondent says the Jewish settlements in the



Galilee, which are an issue in the Israeli-
Palestinian peace talks, are often placed on steep
slopes and
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